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EXCLUSIVE LEAK: Trudeau installing
weapons armouries, interrogation
rooms for Ministry of Climate Change The Counter Signal
4 minutes

Architectural plans have been leaked to The Counter Signal,
revealing Trudeau’s sinister plans to weaponize the climate change
agenda.

The Ministry of Environment & Climate Change Canada (ECCC) is
building a new facility in Winnipeg that will be home to a ﬁrearms
armoury, interrogation rooms, biological labs, media relations
oﬃces, “controlled quiet rooms,” and intelligence facilities.
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The plans, which were drawn up by a ﬁrm in Winnipeg, open a
window into Trudeau’s future plans for Climate Enforcement.
Down the hall from the proposed “Firearms Storage” rooms are
several evidence rooms, interrogation suites, and adjacent
recording rooms.

Leaked plans for a Climate Police Armory
According to a recently posted Indeed.com ad, the Ministry is
searching to recruit a battalion of Climate “Pollution” Oﬃcers, a unit
within the coldly named “Environmental Enforcement Directorate.”
If you emit too much carbon or use too much fertilizer, you may just
be on the Climate Communists’ hit list.
The entire facility that was leaked to The Counter Signal is
sketched to be over 50,000 square feet, will house hundreds of
ECCC staﬀ, and will also be home to weather forecasting staﬀ.
The Impact Assessment Act (IAA), which was quietly passed in the
ﬁnal days of Trudeau’s majority government, grants sweeping
power to Ministerial “Enforcement Oﬃcers.” But, until now, little has
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been explained about where and how Climate Police will be
deployed.
The IAA empowers agents of the Ministry of Climate Change to
enter premises without a warrant to “verify compliance or prevent
non-compliance with [the Act].
Trudeau’s Climate Police may enter any project location that
aﬀects the environment to take photographs, access computer
systems and communication devices, and “direct any person to put
any machinery, vehicle or equipment in the place into operation or
to cease operating it.” Climate Police may also prohibit access to
the location entirely.
It seems to be no coincidence that this Climate Police armoury
was placed in the heartland of agricultural production in Canada.
This information comes just days after agents dispatched by ECCC
were accused of trespassing on private land in Saskatchewan to
collect Nitrogen samples, the newest target of Trudeau’s climate
change agenda.
According to the landowners who confronted the federal agents
trespassing on their land, they were told that the purpose of them
being there was to test the water in the farmers’ dugouts to
measure nitrate levels.
Trudeau’s government recently announced a policy to reduce the
use of fertilizer on Canadian farms by 30%. This policy has been
widely criticized by farmers across the country and by provincial
governments in the Western provinces, with opponents saying it
will cripple the food supply.
Some observers have said that there is reason to suspect that
these actions are the ﬁrst steps in replicating the attacks on
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farmers that have provoked widespread unrest in the Netherlands
and elsewhere in Europe.
While the federal government has not yet conﬁrmed it, there is
speculation that the water sampling we now know is underway will
be used as baseline measurements to enforce reductions in
fertilizer usage going forward.
The Counter Signal has reached out to ECCC for comment.
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